1. In a previous paper [l] a coprime chain was defined to be an increasing sequence {ai, • ■ • , ak\ of integers greater than 1 which contains exactly one multiple of each prime equal to or less than ak.
We let s(«),«> 1, denote the number of coprime chains with largest member n. For convenience we define s(l) = 1.
In this paper we will obtain a partial recursion formula for s(n) and an asymptotic formula for log s(n). A table of values of s(n), «g 113, is also provided.
In the following p will designate a prime and pi will designate the tth prime. Proof. If A = {ai, • ■ ■ ,ak = pi7£2\ is a coprime chain, then (ii) pi-i is in A (and therefore is the largest prime in A') since by Bertrand's Postulate 2p,_i>p,-, and (i) If A' is not a coprime chain, then there is a prime p ^ a*_i dividing no member of A'. Thus p divides (and therefore is equal to) ak since A is a coprime chain, but this is impossible since ak~i <ak.
To prove the converse we note that if A is not a coprime chain, then pi divides some member of A' and therefore pi-i<ak-i/2.
But again by Bertrand's Postulate there is a prime between ak-i/2 and ak occurring in A' which contradicts (ii).
A direct result of this lemma is: Theorem 2. s(p¡) = EEL s(n), i^2. Proof. The assertion holds for p = 2. Now let q and p be successive primes with q<p. If s(q) = 2»<fl s(n) (n not prime), then
by Theorem 2 and the theorem follows by induction.
3. The above result indicates marked irregularities in sin), however, we can approximate log sin) asymptotically. To obtain a lower bound for logs(«), coprime chains are constructed by choosing the nt¡ in the following manner. Let mi be 1 or any prime satisfying \f n <mi^n I qi, mi\n. There are at least win/qi)-iriy/n) -1 choices for mi since there is at most one prime in the given range which divides «. Let m2 be 1 or any prime satisfying y/n<m2^n/q2, m2\nmi. There are at least ir(«/g2)-iri^/n)-2 choices for m2. This process is continued until all multiples «z¿g,-have been chosen. In general there are at least ir I -J -7t(\/») -i ¡è tr{ -) -«•(V») -{ir(y/n) -ir(ç.)} = *" ( -) ~ 2vWn) + iriqi) choices for m{. The set {miqi, • • • , mkqk\ is then extended to a coprime chain as previously indicated. If 7r(«/gt) -2iri\/n) +ir(g,-) ^0, then m,-is chosen to be 1 ; hence the above construction is valid.
In the remainder of the proof we assume e given such that 0<« <l/2. Define Ô by »'/i = 2(l-«)V», 1/log «<5<l/2. Then using certain results from [2 ] we have hence it remains only to show (1) and
Noting that p log («//>) and ¿2(1 -log «/log />) are increasing functions of p for p^ V» and « sufficiently large we have All entries for sin) were computed individually and checked by means of Theorem 2.
